### Exam Papers

#### Anatomy & Human Biology
- ANHB1102 Human Biology II - Being Human (Theory)
- ANHB1102 Human Biology II - Being Human
- ANHB2216 Human Reproductive Biology (Theory)

#### Animal Biology
- BIOL1131 Plant & Animal Biology

#### Biomedical, Biomolecular & Chemical Sciences
- BIOC2202 Biochemical Regulation of Cell Function
- BIOC2202 Biochemical Regulation of Cell Function (Laboratory)
- BIOC3352 Cellular and Metabolic Biochemistry
- CHEM1102 Organic Chemistry
- CHEM1104 Biological Inorganic and Physical Chemistry
- CHEM1106 Biological Chemistry
- CHEM2220 Analytical & Physical Chemistry
- CHEM3306 Modern Organic Synthesis
- GENE2230 Molecular Genetics
- IMED3312 Foundations of Clinical Practice Part 2
- MICR2203 Introductory Immunology
- MICR3302 Infection & Immunity
- NEUR3325 Advanced Neuroscience (Theory)
- PHYL2245 Physiology Of Cells

#### Civil & Resource Engineering
- CIVL1110 Engineering Structures
- CIVL2130 Hydraulics I
- MINE3160 Rock Mechanics and Rock Slopes
- MINE4161 Mine Design
- MINE4165 Mining Management (Paper 1)
- MINE4165 Mining Management (Paper 2)

#### Computer Science & Software Engineering
- CITS1200 Java Programming
- CITS1210 C Programming
- CITS1220 Software Engineering
- CITS2230 Operating Systems
- CITS3201 Human Computer Interaction
- CITS3240 Databases
- CITS3241 Robotics
- CITS4241 Visualisation

#### Dentistry
- IDNT1132 Molecules, Genes and Cells Part 2
- IDNT1133 Introduction to Dental Technology
- IDNT2232 Introduction to Dental Technology .Pt2
- IDNT2262 Fundamentals of Clinical Dentistry II Part 2. Radiography - Paper 1
- IDNT3322 Endodontics Part 2
- IDNT4492 Anaesthesia and General Surgery Part 2 (General Anaesthesia Component)
**Earth & Geographical Sciences**
EART1108 Earth and Environment: Geographical Perspectives  
ENVT1102 Terrestrial Ecosystems  

**Electrical, Electronic & Computer Engineering**
ELEC1302 Power and Machine Technologies  
ELEC2305 Signals And Systems 2  
ELEC2306 Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering  
ELEC3300 Analogue Electronics  
ELEC3303 Electromagnetic Theory  
ELEC3306 Signals And Systems 3  

**Engineering, Computing & Mathematics, Faculty of**
GENG1002 Engineering: Introduction to Electrical and Electronic Engineering  
GENG1003 Introduction to Professional Engineering  

**Humanities**
PHIL1125 Key Topics in Philosophy  

**Law**
LAWS1102 Contract II  
LAWS1104 Introduction to Law  
LAWS1106 Criminal Law II  
LAWS1108 Torts II  
LAWS2203 Trusts  
LAWS2205 Property II  
LAWS3301 Company Law  
LAWS3308 Marketing Law  
LAWS3310 Evidence  
LAWS3324 Medicine And Law  
LAWS3326 Misleading and Deceptive Conduct  
LAWS3354 Public International Law  
LAWS3371 Mining & Energy Law  
LAWS3386 Administrative Law II  
LAWS4022 Procedure Part 2  
LAWS4033 Commercial Practice, Conveyancing and Drafting Part 2  
LAWS4401 Constitutional Law II  

**Life & Physical Sciences, Faculty of**
SCIE1106 Molecular Biology of the Cell  
SCIE3325 Molecular Biology  

**Mathematics & Statistics**
MATH1020 Calculus, Statistics & Probability  
MATH1050 Calculus C  
MATH2214 Algebra B  
STAT1160 Statistics A  
STAT2226 Statistical Models for Data  
STAT3364 3S4: Applied Probability in Commerce and Finance  

**Mechanical Engineering**
MATE2411 Materials Engineering  
MATE3413 Extractive Metallurgy - Technologies  
MECH1401 Engineering Dynamics
MECH3405 Structural Integrity
MECH4414 Fundamentals of Engineering Fabrication and Metalworking Processes

**Medicine & Pharmacology**

PHAR2230 Systems Pharmacology
PHAR3302 Systems Pharmacology

**Medicine, Dentistry & Health Sciences, Faculty of**

IMED1100 Normal Systems (Theory)
IMED1107 Foundations of Medical Chemistry
IMED1112 Foundations of Clinical Practice Part 2
IDNT1132 Molecules, Genes and Cells Part 2
IMED2212 Foundations of Clinical Practice Part 2
IMED2232 Normal Systems Part 2
IMED3343 Foundations and Systemic Pathology Part 2 (Theory)
IMED3343 Foundations and Systemic Pathology Part 2
IMED4402 Science and Practice of Medicine Part 2
IMED4431 Infectious Diseases
IMED4432 Infectious Diseases Part 2
IMED4442 Clinical Pathology and Laboratory Medicine Part 2 (Theory)
IMED4451 Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics Part 1 (Theory)
IMED4452 Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics Part 1

**Music**

MUSC1102 Western Music History 2
MUSC1222 Techniques of Music 2
MUSC3120 History Of Opera

**Physics**

PHYS1102 Advanced Physics B

**Psychology**

PSYC1102 Psychology: Behaviour in Context
PSYC2205 Psychology: Behavioural Neuroscience
PSYC2206 Social and Cognitive Psychology
PSYC3301 Psychological Research Methods: Design and Analysis
PSYC3314 Psychology: Abnormal

**Social & Cultural Studies**

ANTH1101 Being Human: Culture, Identity and Society
ANTH1102 Global Change, Local Responses
ARCY1102 Archaeology of Tribes and Empires
ARCY2211 Medieval Archaeology
ARCY2242 Archaeology of Oceania
ASIA2204 Culture, Society and the State in Asia
CHIN2210 Chinese for Business II ****
POLS1102 The Contemporary International System
POLS2201 Public Policy
POLS2213 Australian Foreign Policy
POLS2227 Contemporary Political Theory
POLS2232 Global Governance
Sport Science, Exercise & Health
HMES2240 Motor Learning and Control
HMES2270 Psychosocial Aspects of Human Movement and Exercise Science
HMES3302
HMES3304 Sport and Spirituality
HMES3346 Skill Acquisition and Performance in Sport
HMES3365 Sport Physiology
HMES3366 Bioenergetics
HMES3377 Management and Marketing in Sport, Health and Recreation

Surgery
PATH2201 Introduction to Human Disease

UWA Business School
ABUS2204 Asian Business Contexts
ACCT1101 Financial Accounting
ACCT1112 Management Accounting
ACCT2201 Corporate Accounting
ACCT2203 Management Accounting
ACCT2206 Performance Measurement and Evaluation
ACCT2242 Accounting Information Systems
ACCT3322 Auditing
ECON1102 Macroeconomics: Money and Finance
ECON1111 Quantitative Methods for Business and Economics
ECON2204 Finance and Economics for Minerals and Energy
ECON2234 Macroeconomics: Policy and Applications
ECON2235 International Trade
ECON2245 Business Economics
ECON2272 Mathematics For Economists
ECON3350 Money, Banking and Financial Markets
ECON3365 Macroeconomic Theory
FINA2202 Financial Statmnt.Analysis
FINA2204 Derivatives: Markets and Products (DS1)
FINA2209 Financial Planning
FINA2221 Introduction To Finance
FINA2222 Corporate Financial Policy
FINA3304 Banking: Theory & Practice
FINA3306 Derivatives: Investment Strategies (DS2)
FINA3307 Trading Securities Markets
FINA3326 Applied Financial Management
IREL2202 Australian Industrial Relations
MGMT1135 Organisational Behaviour
MGMT1136 Management & Organisations
MGMT2235 Organisational Behaviour
MGMT2236 Management & Organisations
MGMT3342 Entrepreneurship
MGMT3347 Strategic Management
MGMB8609 Management & Consulting
MKTG2204 Consumer Behaviour
MKTG3306 Strategic Marketing